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The Problem of Datinq

How old is old? The question is cerrainly nor a new one; indeed, it was
already bein dans. 'W'ell before zooo n.c. they
were taþg and the duration of the reign of
each, so that d be maintained. So too *.." th.

Stonehenge is a solar observatory and calendrical device some 4,ooo years
old.

The ¿rchaeologist faces much the same problem of measuring the pas-
sage of time, but his task is made more difficult since the desired ch¡ono-
logy must order past events and not serve simply as a calendar for the
present. Dating is

the pæt is chaodc
and cultures into
construct.
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wrapped in a thick fog; it belongs to a space of time which we ca¡rnot

measure. 
'W'e know it is older than Ch¡istendom, but whether by a couple

of years or a couple of centuries, or even by more than a mille¡nium we

can do no more than guess.'3

The European solution to this yawning void in human s¡1dç¡5¡3¡1'ling

was, until the nineteenth century, just the same as that of most sa¡lier

cultures: to rely on myth. The ancient Egyptians, the Maya, the Classical

Greeks, all had their own version of the beginning of things, and the

Bible likewise supplied a circumstandal account of the 'û¡st morning of,

the first day'. The long genealogies of the sons of Adam, given in the

Book of Genesis, permiwed-when taken literally in a fr:ndamentalist

way- a reckoning in terms of generations back from the time of Moses to
the Creation. The seventeenth century ,{rchbishop Ussher set the date of
the Creation 

^t 4@4 8.c., a later scholar 6xing it with ¡emarkable pre-

cision on October z3rd of that yeaiÍ, 
^t 

nine o'clock in the morning. This

convenient ûxed point, printed in the margin of the Âuthorized Version

of the Bible (Fig. r), gave scholars an in-flexible boundary for early human

activity, a starting point for prehistory and the world.

ßeþrcC,hriÍl4oo4, G E N E S I S. Beþre Chrift 4oo4.
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19 And the evening and the morning wete

the earth, anil fubdue it: anil Lavcdonrinior¡
over the 6lh of the fea. and over the fowl o1
the air, and over every livingrhing that moyetl¡
upon the earth.

zg f And God faìd. Behold, I have givcn yorr
every herb bearing fced. rvhich û upon the Íace
ofall the eanh, and ev€ry trær iñ the which
l,þ-".f--,, oF ¿ rree yieldiag fccd: to you ír
lhall be for meat

Frc. r. Marþal note in the Authorizrd Version of the Bible sening the

Creation at 4oo4 8.c., as calculated by Arc.hbishop Ussher in the seveoæenth

century.

Nor was this belief resnicted to the credulous or the excessiveþ devout

No less a thinker than Sir Isaec Newton accepted it implicidy, and in his

detailed study of the whole question of dating, The Chronology of Antient

Kingdorc Anendeil, took the ancient Eg¡rtians severeþ to task, since they
had set the origins of their monarchy before Jooo 8.c., and 'anciendy

boasted of a very great Empire under their Kings ... reaching eastward to
the Indies, and westward to the Adantic Ocean; and out of vanity have
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made this monarchy some thousands of years older than the v¡orld'.{ This
criticism was meant literally: for an educated man in the seventeenth or
even the eighteenth century, any suggestion that the human past exrended
back fìrrther than ó,ooo years v¡as a vain and foolish speculation.

It took rwo great intellectual advances before history could be set free
Êom this very resricdve model of the past. Both are nov¡ so fu¡rdamental
to our thinking th¿t it is hard to appreciate their daring a hundred yean
ago.

In the year 1859, two Englishmen, the geologistJoseph Presrwich and
the antiquarian Jobn .Evans, made a historic journey. It resulted in the
general recognition of a concept basic to the study of prehistory: the
antiquity of ma¡r. For some years Brirish anciquaries had been excavaring
in t:b'e ceves of Devon, 6odi"g stone tools together with the bones of
extinct animals. These finds seemed to imply that man had been acrive on
earth long before 4oo+ 8.c., and their significance was hotly disputed as

reflecting adversely upon the literal truth of Floly Writ. At rhe same rime,
Boucher de Perthes, a custorns oficial at Abbeville in north France, had
been excavating in the gravels of the River Somme, and finding hand-axes
(of what is today termed the old stone age, or palaeolithic period) associa-

ted with the remains of extinct animels. He argued for the very great
antiquity of his ûnds, and Prestwich and Evans, who went across to
France to see the discoveric, were persuaded by them. Presrwich read a

paper to the Royal Society announcing the significance of the finds, and
Xvans, in a paper delivered to the Sociery of .tntiquaries, said: 'This much
appea$ to be est¿blished beyond doubt, that in a period of antiquiry
remote beyond any of which we have hitherto found traces, this portion
of the globe was peopled by man.'s This idea was generally accepred, and
the way was now open for research into the nature of this remote period
and its chronology.

The second great intellectual advance making possible the study of
prehistory was the theory of evolution. In the same year, 1859, as Prest-
wich and f,ys¡s ¡nne¡¡ced their acceptance of the antiquiry of man,
Cha¡les Darwin published hrs Origin of Spuies. For the fust time the
development of the living world was presented as a continuous process
which could be studied ar¡d understood. Darwin did not at fi¡st srress rhe
position of man in his evolutionary picture, although the implication was
already there that '"ân roo developed as part of this same process. With
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bjs Descent of Man, published in I87r, the theory v¡as comPlet€: e new

model of human origins had been consrn¡cred which could replace the

fundamentalist biblicat one. Man w¿rs not a unique creation at the hand

of God, but the product of a long evolutionary Process; he evolved Êom

the same humble marine ancestors as the rest of the animal kingdom. The

study of prehistory now took its place among the other humanist disci-

plines as a valid approach to the underst"rding of man and his place in the

world.

T ow a¡ ls sy s te matíc latilg

A vast new perspective was opened uP by these advances. ,{ whole

uncharted span of time during which man inlabited the earth' and yet

left no written records, was revealed. The archaeologist was faced with

the task of building uP en accor¡rìt of the Past on the basis of the monu-

ments and the artifacts alone, without any kind of wrinen narrative.

The recently developed science of geology offered a first approach.

Geologists, in ordering their discoveries, dready used the idea of strati-

graphic succession, the principle that when successive layers or streta are

observed in position, the underlying ones ere the earliest. Using this

principle, and the characteristic remains of extinct plants and animals

within the strata-the rype fossils-a succession of geological periods or

epoclu was established and gradually extended to cover the world as a

whole. Archaeologists realized that the layers of deposit on archaeological

sites could be studied in the same way, and that for each site a coherent

sequence of occupation could be worked out in terms of the successive

strata. The stratigraphic method remains today the essential basis for

archaeological excavation. By allowing the successive layers, ar¡d the

finds in them, to be set in chronological order, it provides the 6¡st neces-

siry for effective dating: a sound sequence. But this is, of course, only a

relative cbronology: it establishes sequence, but not absolute date. Layer A
can be shown to be older than Layer B, but this does not indicate the

precise age or duration of either.

The second conceptual tool of the early archaeologists was the Th¡ee

Aç System, put forward by the Danish antiquary Ch¡istian Thomsen as

early as r8r9. It at once became the basic method by which museum

curators and antiquaries set their collections in order. J.J' A. 'Worsaae,
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Thossen's srrccessor as Keeper of .Aatiquities in the National Museum in
copenhageu, described it as 'the fi¡st clar .oy... shed across the universal
prehistoric gloom of the North and the world in general'.6 It proposed the
division of the prehistoric past into th¡ee ages, of stone, b.ooze ãnd iron.
The stone age was later divided into an old þalaeolithic) and a new
(neolithic) period, where chipped srone tools and polished srone axes
respectively were the most characteristic finds. This theoretical subdivision,
accomplished through the study and classiÍ.carion of museum collecrions,
was demonstrated in practice by worsaae. He showed stratigraphically
that finds of bronze were indeed later thar¡ the period *h"o Jorrl" 

"lon"was used. This simple sysrem allowed archaeological finds anywhere in
nurope to be placed in their approximate period, and despite all subse-
quent advances, and several criticisms, 'palaeolithic', 'neolithic', 'bronze
age' and 'iron age' are still used today as convenient general terûrs.

Here again was a method higlrly effective in arranging finds in rerms of
a relative chronology. But it did nor dare them in years. This now became
a central problem for European prehistory.

Geological methods of a different kind offered some hope of dating
'absolutely'. Firstly, it was possible to observe the present ra-te of deposi-
tion in the sediments at the bottom of lakes and ivers. Assuming that
these rates had remained roughly constant, geologists could estimarJho*
long the processes b¿d been in operation in particurar cases, and rhus
date the begiruring of the formation of various ãeposits. This method was
used in r9o9 by the geologisæ Penck and Brückner. using evidence from
the Swiss lakes, they were able to calculate the length o=f the ice age as

lbout 6oo,ooo years. Sir A¡thu¡ Evans, whose excãv"tions broogñt to
light the Minoan civilization of crere, employed rhe same prina"pb in
estimating the date of the fi¡st neolithic seftlement ar Knossos in crete.
He was able to calculate the rate of deposition of the strata which accumu-
lated there æ a result of human occupation during Minoan þronze age)
times, since the du¡ation of the Minoan period was known thro,fú
crossJating with Egypt. Having obtainJ a figure of th¡ee feet per
millennium, and assuming the same rate for .r*lithi. times, Evans r.ried
ùe great depth of deposit to suggest a date berween rzooo and roooo B.c.
for the füst neolithic seftlement. The weakness of the method, however, is
the 

'ntested 
æsumption that the rate of deposition has always been a

constant one.

TIIE IRoBLEM oF'DÀTINa z5

A more sensitive and ingenious technique was developed in Sweden in
ryrz by the Saron de Geer. He studied the annual deposits of sedimenr,
called'varves', left by the spring melrwarers ofglaciers. Extensive deposits
of varves are found in Scandinavia, and by comparing them carefi:lly de
Gecr was able to build up a succession of varves extending back in dme to
the end there of the last ice age, which can thus be set about ro,ooo years
ago. There were-and remain-problems in rying in the mo:e recent
varves v¡ith well-dated historical events, so as to give a modern fixed
point from.which the chronology could be exrended earlier ar_d earlier
back in time. And ofcourse varyes are found only in areas on the fringe of
glaciers or ice sheets. But rhe beauty of the merhod is that it gives a result
directly in years, since varye deposition is an annual event. De Geer's
work remains of real value today.

Another approach to absolute dating is a purely marhemarical one:
the calculadon of the climatic effects on earth of small changes in its orbit
round the sun. TheJugoslav astronomer M. Milankovitch developed, in
the r9zos, the theory that the successive ice ages were the consequence of
changes in the quantiry ofsolar radiation reaching the earth as a result of
orbital changes. He was able to calculate how and when these changes in
orbit occu¡red, and hence reach an estimate for the duration of the ice
age ofaround 600,ooo years. 3ut the validiry of his reasoning in general is

now widely called into question.
Before the development of dating techniques such as radiocarbon

dating, based on radioactive isotopes, the socalled 'radioactive clocks',
methods such as the three just described r¡¡ere the only ones avai-able for
setting absolute dates, in calendar years, for man's early occupeticn of the
earth. But while these procedures were useftl enough for tlre old srcne age,
they were really of very little use after its end around Sooo ¡.c. Not only
were there few geological events at all after that date, but the accuracy of
these methods was not good- and while you can give or take a thousand
years or so when dealing with finds roo,ooo years old, such ¿n error
becomes proportionately larger and more serious if they are only 4,ooo or
5,ooo years old.

Until the discovery of radiocarbon dating, therefore, there was really
only one reliable way of dating events in European prehistory after the
end of the last glaciation around 8ooo ¡.c. - only one way, that is, to dete
the neolithic, bronze age and iron age periods. This was by the early
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records of the great civilizations, which e*ended in some cases ¿rs fa¡ beck
as 3ooo ¡.c. The records oftåe Greeks did not go back before the û¡st
millennium 1.c., bur in Mesopoamia the ,{ssyriaÃ 

"nd 
their predecessors

the Sumerians left record5 6f kings
before 2ooo B.c. The Egyptian king
Egypt, a liæle before 3ooo n.c. Befor
anywhere.

Here, then, was one fixed point in the u¡rcertain world of the prehistoric
past. To date prehistoric Europe it wes necersary to relate it, 

"rriir, cultu¡e
succession, to the historical cb¡onologies of Egypt and the Near East.
This was just what Sir Isaac Newron tta¿ tried to io 1*r* he be¡ated rhe
ancient Egyptians for their ivaniry,)
imposed by the biblical dating, sch
evidence as they saw fit. In r g7g 

Jacob
table in a book which represenrs pe
establish the ch¡on-ology ofprehistoii.E*op. on a logical basis. He set the
neolithic period ofnothern Europe from zãoo to rooo n.c., and the earry
bronze age from rooo to joo 8.c., assuming that the culru¡es of the
Mediterranean were so that the dates for Europe
could be set a little I
dear earrier, but arre iiîjå'.fi:'"tî:ï"i.,:.1
v¡ay.

until the advent of radiocarbon dating, mosr scholars followed much
the same procedure. The calendarr of igypt and the Near East were
gradually understood more compl.t ry, 

"-rrå 
the links between Europe

and the Near East more inrensively studied. [r is to ,t.r" *o f-Ut.*,that we must now tum.

The chrorclogy of Egypt

The-chronology for early Egyp upon the records left
by the Egyptians and written in e and script. Not until
the deciphermenr of this script in cenrury was any real
progress possible in dating Egyptian

s-everal Egyptian historical documents have been preserved: the most
usefirl are the royal annals, which name the kings oifgyp, in orde. of
succession and record the length of their reigns. Cro"f, of kings are

THB pRoBLBu or b¡rrNa zT

collected together in 'D;mæties', 3r h number, which cover the entire
Egyptian kingdom Êom its early beginnings to the dme of t[e conquesr
of Alexander the Great ^ 3lz ¡.c. The paler¡no Stone is one of tho"
documents that allow the Egyptian royal succession to be reconstructed.
It dates from the time ofthe Fifth Dynasry of theEgyptian kings inow set
arou¡rd z4oo n.c.). The Tu¡in Royal canon is a further lotrg ts.rçtion
on pap)m¡s, now in ftagmentary condition, which dates fror¿ about
r3oo B.c. when complere, it gave a list of kings with the lengths of their
individual reigns. By good fornrne the ftagment giving the totaì for the
gerigd from the beginning of the Fi¡st Dynasty to the end of rhe Eighth

þs been preserved, giving a rotd of 955 years for this time span, a cricial
figure for the modern reconstruction.

The inscriptions which record astronomical events are of central
imporance for the modern inteqpretarion. The Egyptians used a calendar
of 3ó5 days, and in the ideal year, the fi¡st day of thã year coincided wirh
the fi¡st day on which the dog-star Sothis þown today as sirius) could
be seen on the eastern horizon, just before the rising oi th" ,oo. This is
known as a 'heliacal rising' of Sirius. Dr I. E. s. Edwards has elplained
yell-how these early asrronomical records can be used today to give a
highly accurate date, in terms of our own calendar, in years n.c. Io th"
events they record.

since the dynastic Egyptians never introduced a leap year into their
civil calendar, New Year's Day advanced by oné whole day in
relation to the naru¡al year in every period of fou¡ years. A* 

" 
,Ldt

of this displacement, New Year's Day and the day on which Sothis
rose heliacall| acttrrlly coincided for no more rhan four years in
everyperiod of approximately r,46oyears (i.e. 36S x 4), the so<alled
Sothic cycle.

By a fortunate chance the Roman writer censorinus tells us that
New Year's Day on theEgyptian civil calendar and the day on v¡hich
Sothis:ose heliacally coincided in ¿.n. r39, and by a simple arith-
metical calcularion it follows that this coincidence occurred pìeviously
in approximately t3zz, z78z and 4242 B.c,or more precisely r3r4,
z77o and 4zz8 n.c. These are the fi¡st years of the rhrei sothic cycles
which concern us.z

Several inscriptions record asEonomical events. The earüest and most
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imporranr of these refers to the s_evenrh year of the reign of King sesostris
III, of the Twelfrh Dynasry. In this yeara heriacal risiig of the ä, Sothis
was recorded on the sixteenth day of the eighth ,ionth of the civil
calenda¡. This gives us exactly the info¡mation needed to calculate the
timetaken to displace the carendar f¡om the originar coincidence of New
Year's Day with the heliacar rising of Sothislt the beginning of the
appropriate Sothic rycle rn z77o ¡.c. The dat
tBTz t.c.,so that the reign of Sesoscris III i, ".t,Ir.ï"Ji:;TJi:Ëîå::from r878 B.c. to r843 Lc.

w
so

U
with which the so-called .Old 

Kin
set at 2róo ¡.c. As we have seen, th
duration for the OId Kingdom of95
be inaccurate by a couple of centuri
the beginning of the Old Kingdom
fust histo¡ic dynasry- can be ,J .los" ro 3roo B.c.

King lists and other records are also preserved from Mesopotamia, but
unfortunately many of rhem ¿re later-copies of the origin¡ ,."".'ff"
Mesopotamian chronology is less reiiable ihn' th" fgypã.n, 

".r¿ä do.,
not go back so far.

This date of 3roo ¡.c. thus sets the limit ofrecorded history. No earlier
dates can be obnined by calendricar means, and indeed th" ã"to 

"*rro,be regarded as reliable before 2ooo B.c. There is thus a theoretical rimit
beyond which the traditional chronology for Europe, based, as ir was,ultila¡el¿ on xgypr, simply could notlo. ,{ny daìes b.for. ¡* u.".
could be litde more rhan guesswork, hoiev.r persuasive th" 

"rgo*.rrt,and the evidence after that period.

THE PROBLEttt or òarI¡¡a zg

whoseby,he il?#ff;':l¿.i;ï::,?t1
bronze v¡ay.

esta sms, both useful for dating prehistoric Greece.He (actually Cretan) poftery in I dat"ble Egypdan
con Egyptian material in Greece in association with

These dâtes, of around 3ooo B.c. for the beginning of the Earry Minoan
culture, and around eroo B.c. for its end, .r" bir"d or, 

".t 
r"l 

"rrd,rodoubted

Cross-dating

Egypt has been esablished, it can be
ds which had direct trading links with

recognirion, in the region,",. o"iiå]';iitri îåii:*.i;f"rïT
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imports, and however few these may be, do give a found¿tion for Aegean
chronology. By similar although less certain reasoning, the beginning of
the First City at the famous earþ bronze age site of Troy has been set by
Carl Blegen around 3ooo B.c. This could be in error by a couple of
centu¡ies or more, but the various Aegean imports at Troy suggest that it
is fairly sound. The method of cross-dating thus allows the Aegean ro be
brought reliably, dthough perhaps nor tlery preciseþ, into the reach of
the Egyptian calendrical chronology.

The ídea of díf,tsion

These dates for early crete and mainland Greece are based on finds of
acüral Aegean exporrs to Egypt, and Egyptian ones to the ,A,egean. They
are therefore reliable: they do not depend on ¿¡¡'y assu-urprions about
contacts or influences, since the cont¿cts are undoubted. Ideally, if
Egyptian exports were found in the rest of Europe, th.is cross-dating
method could have been used for the cbronology ofEurope as a whole.
or indeed if actual objects of bronze age cretan or Greek manufactu¡e
were widely fou¡rd in Europe, a nerwork of reliable links could be built
up, ultimately srretching back to the historically established chronology
ofEgypt.

Unfortunately Egyptian exporrs did not go beyond the east Mediter-
ranean and the ,{egean u¡rtil classical times, nor are there srficient
finds in Europe of Aegean origin to make such crosrdating possible. If
prehistoric Europe was to be dated at all, it wes necessary inrie"d to make
an important assumption, which at the same time seemed to explain very
satisfactorily many of the apparent similarities betweeu the *ãnu-eots
and ûnds ofEurope and those ofthe early civilizations ofthe east Mediter-
ranean. Although its crucial signitcance was not widely appreciated at the
time, it condirioned most ofwhat was written aboutEuropean prehistory
for nearly a century.

This single and simple assumprion was that the chief advances in ùe

THB PROBLBM OF DÀTING 3I

had come to speak of living groups in different parts of the world- the
Kwakiutl ofnorth-west America, for instance, or the Bushmen of Âfrica.
Successive generations ofarchaeologists, influenced by this approach, came
to think oftheirprehistoric culrures-defined, of course, by,h" tools and
artifacs found-as distinct ethnic groups, and rhese became the focus of
study. As the leading scholar Gordon Childe wrote of prehisroric archae-
ology in rg57: 'It aimed at distiling from archaeological remains a pre-
literate substitute for the convenrional politico-military history, with
culru¡es instead ofshtesmen as actors, and migrations in place of battles.'g
Prehistorywas seen as a kind of global chessboard, with the varirus cul-
tures as pieces shifting from square ro square. The task ofthe archaeologist
was simply to plot the moves-or, in other words, trace the path of the
'in-fluence'as new ideas were difüued.

Nobody could prove this assumprion of the diffusion of culture-
without an independenr dadng sysrem that would hardly have been
possible. Precisely because the assumption was itself necessary to establish
the dadng, any demonstration of such diffusion was inescapably based
upon e circular argument.

Perhaps the fust serious consideration of the problem of diffusion, as it
concerns Suropean prehistory, was a treatise by James Fergusso:r, Rzle
Stone Monuments in all Countries: theh Age and (Jses, in which he discusses
the origin of the prehistoric 'megalithic' rombs (Fig. z) of wesrern Xurope.
He sets the origin of megalith building in India, in pre-Roman times; from
there the idea was carried wesrward to north Africa, and then to Europe.
Fergusson assumed that the megalithic tombs of Europe and Asia are
similar because they were made by a single 'race' or 'people':

From shortly before the Ch¡istian era, rill the countries in which they
are found become entirely and essentially Christian, the use of
monuments seems to have been continual, wherever a doLnen-
building race- or, in other words, a race with any teint of Turanian
blood in their veins- conrinuèd to prevail.0

Fergusson justified his comparison of the megaliths of the east with
those of the west in what was a very frank admission: 'If anyone cares to
insist that there was no connection befween the two, he deprives himself
of one of the principal points of interest in the whole enquiry.'lo This is
a key statement, very revealing of the diffusionist position, where the
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preference of the observer ratler'than thé evidence i-tself sometimes '

appears to dictate the conclusion reached.

Oscar Montelius, who succeeded Thomsen and'W'orsaae as Scandina-
via's leading antiquary, used this basic idea of the diffusion of culture from
a single source when he formulated his own position, achieving what was
really the first coherent view ofEuropean prehistory. He began his book
Der Oríent und Europa (The Oríent and Europe) with this asserrion:

.A.t a time when the people ofEurope were, so to speak, without any
civilisation whatsoever, the Orient, and particularly the Euphrates
region and the Nile valley, were in enjoymenr of a flourishing
culture ... The civilisation which gradually dawned on our continent
was for long only a pale reflection of Oriental culrure.ll

.:_.:* ..--Ë..--.

;:-:k;

rhey courd "., r"*;,;.i--ï:;ï:ì:,hern shores or,h""
Mediterranean, to Palesdne and to India. The enti¡e discussion here
shows that this would be absu¡d. So powerfi:l a movemenr, able to
infuence the bu¡ial custoÍrs of so many and widely distri'i¡uted
peoples, simply cannot have originated here, thousands of years
before our era. It is indeed remarkable enough that, originating in the
Orient, it should already have reached us here at so early e date.rz

Montelius's approach, which was based on a very detailed knowledge of
the finds from prehistoric Europe, was, however, sober and scholarly
when contrasted with that of Sir Grafton Elliot Smith, who carried the
theory of diffusion to its logical exfieme, and indeed beyond. While
Professor of Ânatomy at Cairo in the rgzos, he became fascinated by the
civilization of ancient Egypt, end gradually became convinced that all the
civilizations of the world, and indeed all human progress, were due ro
travelling Egyptians, whom he rermed 'The Children of the Sun'. He
wrote:

Practices such as mummificacion and megalith building presenr so

many peculiar and distinctive fearures that no hypothesis ofindepen-
dent evolution can seriously be entertained in explanation of their
geographical distribution. They must be regarded as evidence of
the diffusion of information, and the migration of the bearers of ir,
from somewhere in the neighbourhood of the east Mediterranean,
step by step out into Polynesia and even perhaps beyond the Pacific
to the .A.merican littoral.rg

This is much more sweeping diffiuionism than that of Montelius, or
even ofFergusson. For Fergusson, already ìn tï7z, had seen the potential
conflict between theories of diffusion and independenr invenrion. ,{nd in
an interesting statemenr that foreshadows much of the later discussion
between evoludoniscs and difiuioniss, he stopped short of trans-Àtlantic

Frc. z. A dolmen þimple megalithic bu¡ial chamber) at pentre lfan, Walæ,
fromJames Fergusson's Rude Stone Monuments (rf7z).

Montelius never really quesrioned the validiry of this basic premise, and
his closest examinarion of it, once again in relation to the megalithic
tombs, seems today stronger in polemic than logic:

One does nor have to probe deeply into the srudy of the ... con-
ditions here in the north during rhe srone age... to see that the
original homeland of the dolmens cennor be sought in north Europe.

No one will, I presume, contend that there was any direct com-
mu¡rication between Europe and the west coasr of South America
before the time of Columbus. Yet there are similarities berween the
masonry of the Peruvian monuments and tåose of the pelasgi 

[i.e.
Mycenaeans] in Greece and Tyrrheni [i.e. Ernucans] in Italy which

contacts:
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are most striking, and can only be accounted for at present on the
assumption that nations in the same stage of civilisation, and using
similar materials, arrive nearly at the same resulß.r E "
'with the grandiose theories of Elliot Smith, however, the way was

open for all manner of imaginarive derivations for the civiliz¿tion of the
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Egypr. From The Migrations oJEarly Cuhure(rgzg).

marriage, ,t. "*io*'Tr":;-,i 
"rT,J',""]"u,,,r 

"r *tu"h ;:

This exrraordinary and imaginative web ofideas which has survived to

At the other exrreme, as it were, a num
a view, almost precisely the opposite a

leader was Gust¿v Kossinna, who in rgrz

Nazi era, rwenty years later. Kossinna reversed the direction of the arrows
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Kossinna's chauvinism led directly, and knowingly, to racism-Hitler
is quoted at length in the r94r edition of the book. Himmler was glad to
use such erguments to give intellectual backing to Nazi poliry, and is
reported to have pronounced: 'Prehistory is the docrine of the eminence
of the Germans at the dawn of civilisation.'

(In our own time, perhaps only the oficial Rhodesian view is com-
parably chauvinistic in its reluctance to accept that the great stone ruins
¿t Zimbabwe were built, es most competent archaeologiss now hold,
without the inspiration or aid ofEu¡asian architects or craftsmen.)

It was largely a very narural revulsion from the extreme racism of

conceded, frankly 1939, he pointed out that
Montelius's initial nd Europe, quoted above,
could be'resolved d as axiomsi

(r) Civilisation in the Orient is extremely ancienr.
(z) Civilisation can be diffused.
(3) Elements of civilisation were in fact diffused from the Orienr to

Xurope.
(a) The diffusion of historically dated Oriental rypes provides a basis

for bringing prehistoric nurope within the framework of his-
torical chronology.

(S) Prehistoric European cultu¡es are poorer than contemporary
European cultures, i.e. civilisation is later in Europe than in thl
Xast,l?

Europe either by dift^usion or by the migration of groups of people, then
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you have both an explanation for them and a means of dating them.

If you deny such diffusion you have a void, with no posibiliry of dating

these things (since only the Near East ofFers a historical cbronology), and

very linle of explaining them. So 
^t 

any rzte it seemed until recendy. It
was natural, therefore, that early prehislorians should choose the û¡st

alternative, and opr for diffusion.

The typologícal method and the chronologicalframeworkfor Europe

As n'e saw, the fust step in the dating ofprehistoric Europe was the dating

of prehistoric Crete and Greece by cross-dating, through direct contacts,

with the historic civilization of Egypt. The next important step was the

extension of this chronology to the rest of prehistoric Europe. In the

absence of direct contacts, this had to be done on the basis of the similari-

ties between the monuments and finds of Europe and those of the east

Mediterranean, interpreted in the light of the diffusionist assumptions

just discussed. 
'Without the assumption thet the finds of Europe were

related to those in the Aegean and Near East, no chronological relationship

was possible; and without assuming the direction of influence (that the

finds camey'om the Near East ro Europe) it was not possible to say which
were earlier.

As well as setting out his basic diffusionist premise clearly, Ivlontelius

gave a great deal ofthought to the other principles ofchronology, and

in r9o3 he published a book on the methods by which the prehistoric past

could be dated-one of the very first such works in archaeology. In
it he presented the details of his rypological method, which used the

principle of diffusion. This method mey not have been Montelius's own
invention, but he was the first to apply it both widely and systematically.

He observed thet a speciûc tool type-a bronze axe, for instance, or a

dagger-developed slowly with the passing of years, so that each newly
developed form differs only slightly from its immediate predecessor. By
arranging like with like in a continuous series among the various pre
historic finds, the whole development of such e rype can be reconstructed

using this principle (fig. +). Moreover, where closely similar develo¡
menß are seen in other areas, the rwo series may be termed 'parallel', even

if one or swo of the forms are missing. For Montelius, a parallel evolution
in fwo adjacent ereas implied the spread ofideas and innovations from one
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to the other-in Europe generally from south to north. Closely similar
forms could thus be used as a guide to dating.

Montelius focused his attention on two of the most striking develop-
ments in European prehistory: the megalithic collective burial tombs of
neolithic Europe-Fergusson's'mde stone monuments'-which had
already (as we have seen) been the suþect of much speculation; and early
developments in the working of copper and then bronze in the succeed-
ing period. To the considerable mass of compârative information that
previous scholars had built up, Montelius applied the Three Age divÈion
of Thomsen and 'W'orsaae, puæing the megalithic to'rbs fr'ily i' their
neolithic setring, which earlier workers had failed to do. He no longer
insisted that these impressive monuments were rhe work of a single
'people' or'rece'; but he accepted that they were related in origin, and
gave fust place to the monuments of rhe Orienr, the 'dolmens' of Syria
and Palestine. He envisaged a diffusion of the practice of collective burial
along the coast of north Africa to Spain and Portugal (Iberia) in the fourth
millennium l.c. (i.e. berween 4ooo and 3ooo n.c.) 'if not earlier', reaching
northern Europe early in the third millennium. The new 'passage grave'
tomb form would have been transmitted along much rhe same peth at a

later date. A rather similar set of arguments explained the development of
metallurgy in Europe through difusion from the Near.Easr, via Greece.

In the fust edidon of The Dawn of European Ciuilisatior $gz5), Gordon
Childe put forward a chronological framework firmly based on rhis
scheme proposed by Montelius; and in his later writings, ir was elaborated
with a masterly wealth of detail. The sometimes rather arid and algebiaic
comparison ofartifacts ofthe rypological method was replaced by a much

spread from the Near East to Italy and the Balkans, and so to the rest of
Europe.

BBFORB CIVILIZATION

Frc. 4. .t typological seria, as conscructed by Oscar Montelius: the copper and
bronze .l"ggers of prehistoric ltaly.
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Srittany, Ireland and Denmark. Then, a litde later, around 2Joo 8.c.,
acrual colonists arrived in Iberia and set up trading stations, inroducing
metallurgy and building the fi¡st tombs with a corbelled drystone vault
(Fig. s), which is seen also in Britøny, Ireland and Scotland. 'Thus there
arose in the Iberian peninsula a veritable counterpart of the maritime
civilisation of the Aegean, albeit infused with original elements.'r8 Trade
and other contects, Childe argued, carried the knowledge of metallurgy,
corbelled construction and other new ideas through all western Europe to
Scandinavia. The supposed contacts berween Iberia and the Aegean thus

Frc.5. Neolichic corbelled tomb at lle Longu., Brinany (louer),.anð. rhe
'Treasury ofÂtreus' ar Mycenae, dated to c. rJoo B.c. (upper), Atfrrstthe Breton

tombs were dated to t}re same period. Montelius and then Childe
set them earlier.

formed the fust essendal link in childe's picrure of the diffusion of culture
from the east Mediterranean to Europe. using the same logic as Montelius,
he was able to extend to Iberia the chronology established for crere, which
was itself based on that for Egypt: the ûrst lberian passage greves were ser
after zToo s.c., which was rhe date ascribed to the earliest collecdve tombs
in Early Minoan Crete.

Danube as the second major thoroughfare for
Europe was brilliandy expounded four years
of The Dawn, in The Danabe ín Prehistory.Líke
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Montelius, Cbilde argued that the tecbniques of metallurgy spread from

the NearEast 
"nd 

coJd be dated on the basis ofthis connection. However,

h. brok. new ground in suggesting that the development of metallurgy

in th. B"lkans [nulgaria, Rà'*ania 
"nd 

sourhern Jugoslavia) was perhaps

the earliest in EuroPe.

childe *", gr*åy impressed by the deep deposits of stratified meterial

at the great ,iå of ii"¿" near Belgrade on the middle Danube' He was

influenãed, too, by Sir Arthur Eians's chronological divisions fo¡ the

Minoan civilization of Crete, based on the even longer stratigrapþ at

f*rror. So he applied the system of the latter to the material of the

¡;;.. n 
" 

p"p"i ã.ürrered to the Sociery of Antiquaries in March r9z4

i" a"i¿.¿ th. pr"hirtoric sequence of the Danube area inro four periods,

later e*ended io s"v"n, and ãated these on the basis of supposed contects

*ith th. Aegean. The location was different- this was the Balkan region

inrt 
"d 

of Sp""in- byt the basic argument was the same as before' The most

relevant ,iå io tlí. A,.g."tt was ancient Troy' where ûve succesive

tiil' of the early broo!. age and a couple of later ones underlav the

iõ "i My..rr".* times iÃmortalized n the ltiaã of Homer. Several

ûnds at Vinða were so like those of earþ Troy as to suggest the two were

.*-po."ty or 'syncbronous'. These 'synchronisms' were of fìrnda:nen-

tal importance for Europe as a whole'

Taken as a whole, the '-Aegean' features in the culrure of Vinða I are

too fundament¿l and far-r'erching to be the result of mere external

relations or culrural borrowing. The whole civilisation is satura:ed

with ,Aegean' elements; south<astern elements are interwoven into

its innerÃost exisrence...It would be vain to seek to localise the

original starting point ofthe fi¡st colonists " '

Troy II and Vinða I as separate branches put

t urri *hot. roots spread to Crete and Ma

Asia Minor.le

This basic link allowed childe to date vinða, and hence give an early

fixed point for the whole ch¡onology of c

it, con1.-ponry inwhat are now Bulgaria

culture, wãre dated to the same time as the

"7* 
t.". (Fig. S). The evidence on which Childe based this dating is

reviewed in more deøil in Chapter 5'
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chlde's third major element in the cb¡onological strucrure was of later
date. He saw that the early bronzn age of central and northern Europe,
with its rich princeþ burials, possessed a number of exotic featu¡es nor
unlike those of the Mycenaean culru¡e of Greece. At Mycenae the rich
Shaft Graves, dated around róoo 8.c., had contained numero's swords,
a wealth of gold, and quantities of amber beads which musr have been
imported from the Baltic area; and in north Europe, notably in the
'wessex 

area of Britain, the princely burials in dagger greves were some-
times furnished with gold objects and frequently contained amber
beads. Indeed the bu¡ials of south Britain-the so<alled 'wessex culture

- seemed to furnish a number of indications, such as the faience beads
(described in Chapter 5) Mycenaean world.
Childe concluded that th was dependenr on,
and therefore later than, As he wrote in his
last book, published in 1958:

while a distincrive bronze indusrry was being established a¡ound rhe
Aegean, a neolithic economy still persisted north of the Balkans, the

conquests- v¡ere preparing the sociological foundations for a Bronze
Age economy.zo

on this basis, the early bronze age wessex culture v¡as set around r4oo
r.c., well after the beginning of Mycenaean civiliz¿tion around 16oo ¡.c.

th that
on and
ba the

Aegean. France and central Europe could then be tied in with their
respective neighbours to the south. So, by a series ofchronological steps,
the whole of Europe was brought inro conract with the *ù¿ or ,t.

Frc. 6. Map of Europe with a¡rows indic¿ting the cb,ronological linls used by-

childe to daæ prehistoric cr¡ltures, by reGrence to the historical calendars of
ancient EgYPt and MesoPotamia'
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Aegean and the easr Mediterranean in general (Fig. o). Since the absolute
chronology of Egypt and the Near East had by-then been worked out
satisfactorily, the whole ofEurope could be dated too.

The logical srructu¡e of chflde's thinking can be ser our in diagrammatic
form(Fig. 7). The various links form 

" "h"io 
ofcbronorogical cãnnections

stretching across Europe.

Frc. 7. The logical stmctrue of Childe's chronological system (cf. Fig. 6).

edition (tssz).,{lthough this looks complicared, with it, detailed suc-
cession ofculture names fo¡ each area, it does in fact rest on the th¡ee links
discussed. The Iberian passage greves, with their connection with Early
Minoan crete (contemporary with the Early Helladic II culmre of
Greece), are set after zToo s.c. vinða and its contemporary Gumelnitsa
culture begin at about the same rime, which is 

"lso 
the p"riod of Troy II.

These are the first cwo links. '!ve 
may note that at this time in Britain the
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Montelius set the beginning of the neolithic period in northern Europe

well before 3ooo 8.c., and Sir ,trthu¡ Evans put the inception of the

Cretan neolithic before Sooo s.c. But these bold estimates seemed too

early to childe and mosr of his contemporaries. Ia rg3z, cbilde placed

the beginning of the Balkan neolithic around 27oo B'c', and that of
Britairiand Scandinavia around z+oo Ï'-c. Only Crete wes set earlier, in

the fou¡th millennium n.c. This short ch¡onology for the European

influence of radiocarbon dating.

until the advent of radiocarbon, rhe chronology put forwaril by

Childe and modified slighdy in later edidons of The Dawn wts almost

Frc. 8. Simpli6ed version of the ch¡onological table in the 1957 eilition of
Gordon Child"" Dawn oJ Euro7tean CiuíIisotion. (Note that Vinða and Gumel-

nisa in the Balkans ere contemPorary with Troy and EH II' The ûrst passage

graves in S

same time

r45o B.C.

indicatæ segmented faience beads.
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universally eccepted. The ch¡onology wes futher re6ned, and many
scholars devoted deøiled studies to particular aspecrs of it. Indeed, it
became possible to dispute e mener of only fifty yats when dealing with
dates around 2ooo B.c. This presents, then, a sketch outline of European
prehistoric chronology, as it appeared up ro abour rgjo.

Frc. 9. The modi6ed diffusionism of Gordon Cbilde and his successors: e rn¿p
illustrating the origiDs and diffusion of passage gravæ, published by Gþ
Daniel in r94r. All the pæsage graves ale seen as derived ultimateþ Éom the

Cretan round tombs.

important textbooks. As Grahame Clarlc wrote in r9ó9, in the second
edition of his Woild Prehístory, the most recent authoritative survey:
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It is hardly possible to doubt that it was from the Aegean "tl Ft
the rite of cilective burial, associated with beliefin a mother goddess,

rpt*J*t¿.ly over the Middle and West Mediterranean' or that this

*", 
"rroa"r"d 

with the voyages of exploration and ProsPecting

already hinted at...
fU¿iø¡rrionofcolleæiveburialandofmegalithictomb<on-

struction in the west, and the rise of
Europe and nôrth It^ly ..- are only symb

fror¡rthe Àegean towards the close of its

still predomilantly Neolithic peasantries of barbarian Europe'zl

This statement fully endorses the Pettern est¿blished by Childe rn tgz5

of the develoPment of EuroPean

we shall see how this agreeablY

disrupted, first bY the introduction

.speå"ily by im calibration through tree-ring studies'
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